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ABSTRACT

Smoke prediction products are one of the tools used by land management personnel for decision making

regarding prescribed fires. This study documents the application to a prescribed fire of a smoke prediction

system that employs ARPS-CANOPY, a modified version of the Advanced Regional Prediction System

(ARPS)model containing a canopy submodel, as the meteorological driver. In this paper, the performance of

ARPS-CANOPY in simulating meteorological fields in the vicinity of a low-intensity fire is assessed using

flux-tower data collected prior to and during a low-intensity prescribed fire in the New Jersey Pine Barrens in

March 2011. A three-dimensional high-resolution plant area density dataset is utilized to define the charac-

teristics of the canopy, and the fire is represented in ARPS-CANOPY as a heat flux to the atmosphere. The

standardARPSmodel is compared with reanalysis and upper-air data to establish that themodel can simulate

the observed synoptic-mesoscale and planetary boundary layer features that are salient to this study. ARPS-

CANOPY profiles of mean turbulent kinetic energy, wind speed/direction, and temperature exhibit patterns

that appear in the flux-tower observations during both the preburn phase of the experiment and the period of

time the flux tower experienced perturbed atmospheric conditions due to the impinging fire. Last, the

character and source of turbulence in and around the fire line are examined. These results are encouraging for

smoke prediction efforts since transport of smoke from low-intensity fires is highly sensitive to the near-

surface meteorological conditions and, in particular, turbulent flows.

1. Introduction

Prescribed fire is a tool used by public and private land

managers to accomplish forest and agricultural land

management goals. Between 1998 and 2011, more than

184 000 prescribed fires were conducted in the United

States with more than 300 million acres of land burned

(National Interagency Fire Center 2012), and an esti-

mated 20.2 million acres of land were treated with

prescribed fire in 2011 alone (Melvin 2012). In contrast

to wildfires, which often threaten natural resources,

property, and human life, prescribed fires in the eastern

United States are typically of lower intensity, confined

to smaller areas, and rarely pose a direct threat of

damage to surrounding communities. Note that pre-

scribed fires can vary in intensity and size considerably

and that fire intensity can bemeasured using a number of

different metrics [e.g., heat flux, duration of heating,

radiant energy; Keeley (2009)]. However, smoke from

prescribed fires can affect public health and safety in

nearby communities, as well as the health and safety of

operational fire management personnel, mainly through

air quality and visibility degradation. Because air quality

and visibility issues occur more often when smoke con-

centrations are large, smoke prediction products (e.g.,

particle concentration forecasts) are an important com-

ponent of the suite of tools used by land management

personnel for decision making regarding planned burns.

The prediction of local smoke dispersion from low-

intensity fires is made challenging by the influence of
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a number of interrelated factors, including near-surface

meteorological conditions, local topography, vegetation

structure, and atmospheric turbulence within and above

vegetation layers. A broad goal of this study is to build

a smoke management tool specifically for low-intensity

prescribed fires by taking advantage of state-of-the-

science finescale atmospheric dispersion models. While

smoke dispersion models have been developed and ap-

plied to wildland fires, a number of factors limit their

applicability to local smoke dispersion episodes asso-

ciated with prescribed fires. Dispersion models [e.g.,

Simple Approach Smoke Estimation Model (SASEM;

Riebau et al. 1988); VSMOKE (Lavdas 1996)] are typ-

ically location specific and are often limited by the

simplifying assumptions they employ to account for

emissions source, topography, canopy, and the atmo-

spheric conditions. Furthermore, while integrated smoke

dispersion modeling systems [e.g., BlueSky (Larkin et al.

2009)] have been developed for the prediction of smoke

from multiple sources on a regional scale, they are un-

able to resolve the processes necessary to simulate the

local dispersion of smoke from low-intensity fires. None

of the aforementioned modeling systems are suitable for

low-intensity fires wherein smoke may meander around

the source and reside within forest canopies for an ex-

tended period of time.

The work detailed herein is part of a broader study to

develop a new smoke dispersion prediction system

specifically designed for application to prescribed fires,

and a key component of such a system is a meteorolog-

ical driver. The meteorological model chosen for this

purpose is the Advanced Regional Prediction System

(ARPS; Xue et al. 2000, 2001). ARPS is designed to

simulate atmospheric flows from the microscale to the

synoptic scale, making it particularly useful for the

transport of smoke across multiple scales. It is worth

noting that ARPS has been applied to the prediction of

scalar transport and dispersion (Michioka and Chow

2008). In their study, dispersion from a nonbuoyant

point source was simulated using a series of nested one-

way grids with horizontal grid spacing varying from

45 km to 25m. Note that although a passive scalar

equation was added to ARPS by Michioka and Chow

(2008) to simulate the transport and dispersion of tracer

gases, such an equation is of limited use for the pre-

diction of smoke from fires due to the presence of highly

buoyant particles from the fire.

Whereas it is possible to simulate the dispersion of

smoke using simplified dispersion parameterizations,

use of a model such as ARPS that can simulate mean

flow and resolve some scales of turbulent motion allows

one to evaluate atmospheric processes that affect both

smoke dispersionwithin a forest canopy and the possible

transport of smoke through the canopy–atmosphere

interface and into the planetary boundary layer. As

a point of clarification, a canopy is defined within the

context of this study as the entire vegetation layer, in-

cluding the crown. Although there are aspects of ARPS

that make it a suitable model for the current application

(e.g., extensively validated, multiscale capability), the

standard ARPS formulation lacks the capability to ex-

plicitly simulate atmospheric variables (e.g., wind ve-

locity, temperature) inside a multiple grid-level canopy.

Within the ARPS framework, as with many mesoscale

models, the bulk effect of a vegetation canopy on the

atmosphere is computed within a single layer, beneath

the lowest model grid point. A modified version of

ARPS, termed ARPS-CANOPY, has been developed

by Kiefer et al. (2013) to allow for simulation of airflow

within a vegetation canopy, the salient aspects of which

are described in section 2a.

In this paper, we assess the ability of the model to

represent the micrometeorology in the vicinity of instru-

mented flux towers on two days: one in which a low-

intensity burn was conducted and another in which no fire

activity occurred. We choose to focus on the near-surface

micrometeorology in this study, and leave analysis of the

smoke dispersion component of the prediction system to

future work. While the performance of ARPS-CANOPY

has been evaluated in a nonfire environment by Kiefer

et al. (2013) using Canopy Horizontal Array Turbulence

Study (CHATS) experiment (Patton et al. 2011) data

from a walnut orchard, the application of the model to

a fire environment is a necessary step in the model de-

velopment process. To achieve this goal, we evaluate the

performance of ARPS-CANOPY with meteorological

data collected prior to and during a low-intensity pre-

scribed fire conducted in the New Jersey Pine Barrens in

March 2011, hereinafter referred to as the Butler Place

fire (see section 3a for more details). A series of one-way

nested grid simulations are performed, centered on the

burn location, in which standard ARPS is utilized for all

grids except for the innermost domain, where ARPS-

CANOPY is applied. In ARPS-CANOPY, the finescale

combustion process is parameterized as a heat source on

the resolved model grid, and the progression of the fire

line is represented by a simplified evolution.Although our

primary goal is to evaluate the simulated micrometeo-

rology in and above the canopy, the multiscale modeling

approach we employ in this study allows us to examine

scales of atmospheric motion ranging from synoptic to

microscale.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. A

description of the ARPS-CANOPY model and how it

differs from the standard ARPS model is presented in

section 2a, followed by a description of the model
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configuration and parameterization in section 2b. A

brief summary of the Butler Place fire is provided in

section 3a, along with a description of the vegetation

dataset derived using an airborne lidar in section 3b,

and a review of the fire parameterization in ARPS-

CANOPY in section 3c. Results from the case study

simulations including a synoptic-mesoscale overview are

presented in section 4a and preburn and burn day model

evaluations are shown in section 4b. The paper is con-

cluded in section 5.

2. Model description and numerical design

a. ARPS-CANOPY overview

ARPS is a three-dimensional, compressible, non-

hydrostatic atmospheric model with a terrain-following

coordinate system. ARPS is capable of multiscale sim-

ulations, with the model having been applied with grid

spacing as fine as O(1m) by Dupont and Brunet (2008,

2009), while having also been applied with much coarser

grid spacing of O(1–10 km) to mesoscale and synoptic-

scale phenomena (e.g., Xue et al. 2003; Parker and

Johnson 2004; Michioka and Chow 2008).

Amodified version of ARPS was developed by Kiefer

et al. (2013), based on earlier modifications made by

Dupont and Brunet (2008), to account for the effects of

vegetation elements on flow through a vegetation can-

opy. A brief overview of the modifications made follows

here; for more details, see Kiefer et al. (2013). Following

Dupont and Brunet (2008), a term was added to the

momentum equation to account for drag that occurs due

to the presence of the canopy elements, and a term was

added to the subgrid-scale (SGS) turbulent kinetic en-

ergy (TKE) equation to account for the enhancement of

turbulence dissipation in the canopy air space. Follow-

ing Kanda and Hino (1994), a production term was also

added to the SGS TKE equation to represent the pro-

duction of SGS TKE in the wakes of canopy elements,

at scales large enough that the turbulence does not dis-

sipate immediately yet small enough that it remains

unresolved. To account for the impact of the canopy

elements on heating/cooling processes inside the canopy

layer and net radiation at the ground surface, changes to

the ARPS radiation parameterization were made fol-

lowing the work by Sun et al. (2006a). First, a set of

equations was added to the radiation physics module to

compute the net radiation flux at canopy top and a pro-

file of net radiation was prescribed that assumes an ap-

proximately exponential decay within the canopy.

Second, a term was added to the thermodynamic equa-

tion to represent heating (cooling) of the canopy air

spaces that results from the vertical flux convergence

(divergence) of net radiation absorbed by the canopy

elements. Last, the magnitude of the ground net radia-

tion flux was reduced, by a factor proportional to the

density of the canopy, to account for shading by the

overlying vegetation during the day and reduction of

longwave ground radiation at night.

In Kiefer et al. (2013), ARPS-CANOPY was used to

simulate the mean and turbulent flow observed on two

days during the CHATS experiment: one in late March

when the trees were dormant without leaves and an-

other in late May when the trees were full of mature

leaves. In both cases, the vertical profiles of simulated

mean wind, temperature, and TKE in and above the

canopy were shown to be in qualitative agreement with

the observations, with errors smallest in the afternoon

and in the case with stronger mean wind speed. Fur-

thermore, sensitivity experiments with 90-m horizontal

grid spacing retained the profile shapes and diurnal trends

seen in simulations with 30-m horizontal grid spacing.

We emphasize here that ARPS-CANOPY does not

resolve the flow around individual trees or the heating/

cooling of individual branches or leaves. From canopy

drag and turbulence production to canopy shading and

heating/cooling of the canopy air space, the canopy is

represented in the model as a height-varying plant area

density profile (Ap), specified at each grid point. The

quantity Ap, defined as the one-sided area of all plant

material per unit volume of canopy, is a bulk measure of

the vegetation element density averaged across multiple

trees [for the grid spacing used in this study, O(100)

trees]. The development of an Ap dataset derived from

airborne lidar measurements will be discussed later in

section 3b.

b. Model configuration and parameterization

A series of one-way nested simulations are performed

using ARPS/ARPS-CANOPY, with horizontal grid

spacing ranging from 8.1 km in the outermost grid to

100m in the innermost grid (Fig. 1 and Table 1). As

shown in Fig. 1, the outermost domain (domain 1) covers

the northeastern United States, while the innermost

domain (domain 5) covers only the area within several

kilometers of the Butler Place burn (see star in Fig. 1b).

A distinction needs to be made here between domains

1–4, in which the standard ARPS model is employed,

and domain 5, in which ARPS-CANOPY is applied.

Also, note that the fire is only introduced in domain 5

(see section 3c). As mentioned earlier, the multiscale

modeling strategy utilized in this study allows us to ex-

amine a range of atmospheric scales of motion, from

synoptic to mesoscale to microscale. As a consequence

of this one-way nesting strategy, domains 1–4 simulate

synoptic- to mesoscale processes and provide boundary
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conditions for domain 5, the domain with the canopy

submodel and fire, but domains 1–4 do not simulate fire

or resolve in-canopy flows (although the transfer of

momentum and scalars between the atmosphere and a

vegetation–soil layer is accounted for in standard ARPS).

Such amodeling strategy is dependent on the assumption

that the heat output from a small, low-intensity fire has

a negligible impact on the bulk properties of the plane-

tary boundary layer (e.g., PBL height, mean wind speed),

outside of the immediate vicinity of the fire. A similar

assumption is made regarding the sensitivity of the PBL

to intracanopy momentum and heat transport.

Initial and lateral boundary conditions are supplied

to the outermost grid from the North American Re-

gional Reanalysis (NARR; Mesinger et al. 2006), while

the upper boundary condition for all simulations is a sponge

layer in the upper 2km of the domain. Terrain data for

domains 1–3 are generated from 30-arc-s-resolution U.S.

Geological Survey (USGS) datasets and for domains 4 and

5 from 3-arc-s-resolutionUSGS datasets. Land-use data for

the outer four domains are generated from 1-km-resolution

USGS land-use data, while for the innermost domain, the

land use is heterogeneous forest, defined at each grid

point with a vertical profile of plant area density obtained

from lidar observations (see section 3b for description of

methodology). For domains 1–4, all simulations are ini-

tialized at 2000 eastern daylight time (EDT; UTC2 4 h)

18 March 2011 and run for 60h to end at 0800 EDT 21

March 2011; for domain 5, two 12-h simulations are run,

the first initialized at 0800 EDT 19 March (preburn day)

and the second at 0800 EDT 20 March (burn day). Also,

the 20 March simulation is repeated without the fire pa-

rameterization (termed no-fire simulation), to examine

the impact of the strong heat source on the mean and

turbulent flow.

For all five domains, a 1.5-order subgrid-scale turbu-

lence closure scheme with a prognostic equation for

TKE is utilized (Moeng and Wyngaard 1989), as well as

a land surface model based on Noilhan and Planton

(1989) and Pleim and Xiu (1995), and radiation physics

following Chou (1990, 1992) and Chou and Suarez

(1994) (however with computation of the canopy heat

source term and attenuation of net radiation inside the

canopy applied, as discussed in section 2a). Effects of

FIG. 1. Maps of surface elevation (m) from (a) domain 1 overlaid with outlines of domains 2 and 3 and (b) domain 3 overlaid with outlines

of domains 4 and 5. The star in domain 5 indicates the approximate location of the Butler Place burn.

TABLE 1. Nested grid configurations with dimensions.

Domain Grid size Domain (km) Dx, Dy Dzmin (m)

1 115 3 115 3 53 907.2 3 907.2 3 16.0 8.1 km, 8.1 km 50

2 115 3 115 3 53 302.4 3 302.4 3 16.0 2.7 km, 2.7 km 40

3 115 3 115 3 63 100.8 3 100.8 3 15.9 900m, 900m 40

4 103 3 103 3 73 30.0 3 30.0 3 15.8 300m, 300m 20

5 103 3 103 3 83 10.0 3 10.0 3 12.0 100m, 100m 2
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topographic shading on radiative fluxes are accounted for

as in Colette et al. (2003). With the exception of the in-

nermost grid, the size of the grid cells dictates that non-

local turbulent mixing be parameterized, which is

achieved in ARPS by using an ensemble turbulence clo-

sure scheme based on Sun and Chang (1986), in addition

to the 1.5-order subgrid-scale (local) turbulence scheme.

For all domains, fourth-order-accurate finite differencing

of the advection terms is used in both the vertical and

horizontal directions. A summary of the physics param-

eterization options for each nested grid is provided below

(see Table 2). Note that for domain 5, moisture is treated

as a passive scalar (i.e., no phase changes) since ARPS-

CANOPY is unable at this time to treat moisture trans-

port through the canopy. The development of a moisture

transport module is planned as part of future upgrades to

ARPS-CANOPY.

3. Experimental data and modeling
implementation

a. Fire experiment

The Butler Place field experiment was conducted in

order to collect meteorological and air quality data prior

to, during, and following a low-intensity prescribed fire.

The prescribed fire was conducted by the New Jersey

Forest Fire Service as part of a seasonal program of

operational burns in the New Jersey Pine Barrens. The

burn unit was approximately 265 acres in size, with

overstory vegetation consisting of pitch pine (Pinus

rigida Mill.) and mixed oak (Quercus spp.); understory

vegetation consisting of blueberry (Vaccinium spp.),

huckleberry (Gaylussacia spp.), and scrub oaks; and

a litter layer consisting of pine needles, shrub foliage,

and 1-, 10-, and 100-h woody fuels. Continuous mea-

surements were taken beginning at 0100 EDT 19

March 2011 and continuing until approximately 0800

EDT 21 March. Three instrumented towers of 10-, 20-,

and 30-m heights were located inside the burn unit,

with a second 10-m-tall tower located approximately

1 km northwest of the burn unit (Fig. 2). Additionally,

twelve 3-m-tall towers were deployed to sample air

temperature and smoke inside the burn unit, and four

monitors of particulate matter smaller in diameter than

2.5mm (PM2.5) were arranged around the perimeter of

the burn and at locations downwind of the burn unit

(not shown).

Although a variety of meteorological and air quality

instrumentation was employed during the experiment,

we restrict our discussion to the instrumentation on the

20- and 30-m towers, as only data from those towers are

utilized in this study. Both towers were instrumented

with sonic anemometers, temperature–relative hu-

midity probes, and thermocouples, as well as carbon

monoxide (CO) and carbon dioxide (CO2) sensors, ba-

rometers, and soil thermocouples. Additionally, the 20-m

tower was equipped with a radiative heat flux sensor

(Medtherm 64-20-20) at the 4.5-m level, and the 30-m

tower was equipped with a net radiometer (Kipp and

Zonen NR-Lite) at the 30-m level. A summary of the

instrumentation most relevant to this model assess-

ment work (sonic anemometers, temperature probes,

and thermocouples) is provided in Table 3. For a de-

tailed description of the field experiment, including

additional instrumentation not described in this paper,

see Heilman et al. (2013).

While a complete description of the Butler Place ig-

nition strategy and fire-line evolution is beyond the

scope of this study, a summary of the salient aspects is

provided here. Ignition via hand-held drip torch began

in the extreme southwest area of the burn unit at 0955 EDT

20 March, with ignition efforts proceeding eastward

and northward for the next 9.5 h, following a series

of west–east- and north–south-oriented plowed control

lines, until approximately 1930 EDT. A light north-

easterly wind veered to the southeast during the burn

period, and the fire propagated slowly to the northeast at

an average speed of about 1.5mmin21 (estimated). The

fire line passed the 20-m tower at 1520 EDT and the

30-m tower at 1823 EDT; note that partial mechanical

TABLE 2. Physics parameterization summary. Note that Lin et al. refers to Lin et al. (1983) and Kain–Fritsch refers to Kain and Fritsch

(1993). For domains 1–4, the nonlocal turbulence scheme available in ARPS, based on Sun and Chang (1986) is utilized in addition to the

SGS 1.5-order TKE scheme. For domain 5, moisture is treated as a passive scalar (i.e., no phase changes) since ARPS-CANOPY is unable

at this time to treat moisture transport through the canopy.

Domain Microphysics

Convective parameterization

scheme ARPS–ARPS-CANOPY Fire?

1 Lin et al. Kain–Fritsch ARPS No

2 Lin et al. None ARPS No

3 Lin et al. None ARPS No

4 Lin et al. None ARPS No

5 None None ARPS-CANOPY Yes
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removal of fuels was conducted prior to the burn within

a 5–7-m radius of each tower to minimize the potential

damage to instrumentation. The entire burn was com-

pleted in approximately 16 h.

b. Forest canopy dataset

As discussed in section 2a, the vegetation canopy is

represented in ARPS-CANOPY as a height-varying

plant area density profile specified at each grid point.

Whereas themeaningful estimation ofAp is challenging at

even the scale of single tree stands, it has been demon-

strated that lidar-derived canopy height profiles (CHPs)

can be utilized to characterize the three-dimensional

canopy structure (e.g., canopy bulk density, kgm23) at

high horizontal and vertical resolutions on spatial scalesO

(10km) (Skowronski et al. 2011). Here, we have esti-

mated Ap on a grid with 100-m (horizontal) and 2-m

(vertical) grid spacing for use with domain 5 (Fig. 1b)

through an integration ofmultiple airborne laser scanning

(ALS) datasets and field-based destructive sampling. We

FIG. 2. Aerial image of burn unit outlined in red overlaid with circles depicting locations of the control tower (plus sign), 10-m tower

(star), 20-m tower (square), and 30-m tower (diamond). The yellow circles denote the locations of the twelve 3-m towers. The outline of

the ARPS-CANOPY representation of the burn unit is in transparent red shading.

TABLE 3. Summary of selected instrumentation and monitoring protocols used at the 20- and 30-m towers during the prescribed fire

experiment. Here, u, y, and w refer to the three Cartesian wind components, T is temperature, and RH is relative humidity. See Heilman

et al. (2013) for a full summary.

Tower

height (m) Instrument Variable

Measurement height

(m AGL)

Sampling

frequency (Hz)

20 3D sonic anemometers (R. M. Young 81000V) u, y, w, T 3, 10, 20 10

20 Temperature–RH probes (Vaisala HMP50) Mean T, RH 3, 10, 20 10

20 Thermocouples (Omega SSRTC-GG-K-36–36) T 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , 10, 12.5, 15, 17.5, 20 10

30 3D sonic anemometers (R. M. Young 81000V) u, y, w, T 3, 10, 30 10

30 Temperature–RH probes (Vaisala HMP50) Mean T, RH 3, 10, 30 10

30 Thermocouples (Omega SSRTC-GG-K-36–36) T 2, 3, . . . , 10, 12, 16, 20, 25, 30 10
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knowof no previous effort to incorporate spatially explicit

plant area density information within a mesoscale mete-

orological model.

The procedure originated with two airborne lidar

acquisitions: a 2004 Federal Emergency Management

Agency (FEMA) acquisition [October 2004; leaf-on

conditions; ;(80%–85%) of domain 5 covered] and a

second acquisition that was collected the morning of

the experiment (20 March 2011; leaf-off conditions;

;10% of domain 5 covered). A sequence of steps was

executed to develop an Ap dataset representative of

late winter foliage that was sufficiently large in areal

coverage to be applied to domain 5. First, the meth-

odology of Skowronski et al. (2011) was used to derive

CHP at each lidar data pixel, for each acquisition.

Second, linear regression models were developed to

relate CHP to field-based estimates ofAp following the

procedure described in Skowronski et al. (2011). Third,

an existing forest cover map of New Jersey (Lathrop

and Kaplan 2004) was utilized to assign forest cover

type (e.g., pure pine, oak-dominated mixture) at data

pixels where the two lidar acquisitions overlapped.

Finally, linear regression models were developed for

each forest cover type to relate leaf-on Ap from the

FEMA acquisition to leaf-off Ap from the 20 March

acquisition, and the regression models were applied to

the entire FEMA dataset to yield a leaf-off Ap dataset

for use with domain 5.

The Ap dataset is summarized in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3,

horizontal plan view images of plant area index (PAI),

defined as vertically integrated Ap, are displayed for

domain 5 (Fig. 3a) and the area immediately surround-

ing the burn unit (Fig. 3b). Due to the fact that the

northeast portion of the domain was outside the lidar

field of view, the PAI in the northeasternmost 15%–

20% of the domain is computed as the average of the

PAI at all points in the domain where data exist. A large

degree of heterogeneity is apparent across the domain,

as well as in the vicinity of the burn unit, with the PAI

inside the burn unit varying between 0 and about 1.6.

Examining a vertical cross section of Ap oriented

northwest–southeast through the 20-m tower location

(Fig. 3c), we see a variety of different canopy structures,

including surface-dominated vegetation, tall canopies

with thin understory vegetation, and well-distributed

canopies. Vertical profiles of Ap at grid points adjacent

to the 20- and 30-m towers (Figs. 3d,e) complete the

picture, further reinforcing the depiction of a horizon-

tally and vertically heterogeneous forest canopy.

c. Fire parameterization in ARPS-CANOPY

Neither ARPS nor ARPS-CANOPY has a subgrid-

scale fire parameterization or fire spread module. For

the purpose of simulating the Butler Place fire, we utilize

the following fire parameterization and configuration. As

illustrated in Fig. 4a, a total of 125 grid cells are used to

replicate the burn unit inARPS-CANOPY,with the burn

unit grid cells grouped into 10 northwest–southeast-

oriented burn zones. Note that the model burn unit

dimensions are consistent with those of the actual burn

plot (1.9 km in the north–south direction; 0.9 km in the

west–east direction, at widest point) (cf. Figs. 2 and 4a).

The first-order effect of the fire, heat, is represented

in ARPS-CANOPY as an upward heat flux. Although

debate exists in the research community as to whether

the first-order effect of a fire should be represented as

a surface heat flux or by a height-dependent heat flux

profile, we opt to distribute the heat flux vertically

based on both the recommendation of Sun et al.

(2006b) and after analyzing the results of a series of

ARPS-CANOPY simulations (not shown). Based on

the sensitivity experiments, the vertical heat flux is

specified up to 45m above ground level (AGL) (2.5

times average canopy height), above which the heat

flux is computed as in standard ARPS, via an eddy

viscosity approach. The maximum heat flux is applied

at the surface, followed by an exponential decay with

an extinction coefficient of 20.024 up to 45m AGL

(based on sensitivity experiments).

Since ARPS-CANOPY does not have a subgrid fire

spread module, representing a fire line that was no

more than 10m across at its widest point in a 100m 3
100m grid-spacing simulation is a challenge (cf. scale of

fire line in Fig. 4b to size of grid cells in Fig. 4a). For the

purpose of this study, we assume that the peak 1-min

mean vertical heat flux measured at the 20-m tower is

reasonably representative of the heat flux from the fire

before, during, and after the time when the fire line

passes the 20-m tower location. We also assume that if

the fire line were to pass through a hypothetical 100m

3 100m area of the burn unit, at most 10% of that

square would be burning at any given time. Based on

the estimate of mean fire spread rate during the burn

(1.5mmin21) and the peak 1-min mean heat flux ob-

served at the 20-m tower (155kWm22), a surface heat flux

of 15.5kWm22 is applied steadily at all grid cells within

burn zone 4, for a period of 98min (1437–1615 EDT).

In all other burn zones, an identical value of the surface

heat flux is applied, although the timing and duration

of the simulated fire is based on the timing of the fire-

line passage at the other towers and simple interpolation

(with extrapolation in the southwest and northeast cor-

ners of the burn unit, where data are lacking). The heat

flux determined from the 20-m tower observations

is utilized in all burn zones since the other towers

were found to inadequately sample the meteorological
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FIG. 3. Summary of plant area density dataset. Horizontal plan views of PAI for (a) all of domain 5 and (b) the area immediately

surrounding the ARPS-CANOPY representation of the overlaid burn unit . The black rectangle in (a) denotes the outline of the area

displayed in (b). (c) Vertical cross section of plant area density along axis denoted by the dashed line in (b). Vertical profiles of plant area

density at three grid points nearest to the (d) 20- and (e) 30-m towers. The symbols in (b) indicate the locations of the 10- (star),

20- (square), and 30-m (diamond) towers.
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conditions near the fire line. Thus, only data from the

20-m tower are used for the micrometeorological

analysis on 20 March.

4. Results and discussion

a. Synoptic-mesoscale overview

Before proceeding to the simulation of micrometeo-

rology inside the burn unit, we examine the synoptic-

mesoscale features on the day of and the day prior to the

prescribed fire and compare the ARPS outermost-

domain simulation (domain 1; Fig. 1a) with a reference

dataset. NARR is chosen for this purpose as a matter of

convenience, since it is used to define the initial and

boundary conditions for the outermost-domain simula-

tion. The NARR dataset is developed using first-guess

fields supplied by the 32-km Eta Model (Mesinger et al.

1988; Janji�c 1994) (rerun specifically for NARR), with

observations assimilated as described in Mesinger et al.

(2006); NARR is not intended here to represent ‘‘truth’’

but is used to corroborate the features identified in the

ARPS simulation. With this caveat in mind, we present

plots of sea level pressure, surface (i.e., lowest model

level: z5 25mAGL) temperatures, and wind vectors in

Fig. 5, as well as 300-hPa geopotential heights, wind

speeds, and wind vectors in Fig. 6, at 1400 EDT on both

19 and 20March (1400 EDT is close to the time period of

the micrometeorological analyses that follow).

During the 30 h prior to 1400 EDT 19 March, a cold

front moved from a position over western New York

and northwestern Pennsylvania at 0800 EDT 18 March

to a position approximately 500 km east of the New

Jersey coastline at 1400 EDT 19March (not shown). At

1400 EDT 19 March, NARR surface fields (Fig. 5a)

FIG. 4. Summary of (a) burn unit representation in ARPS-CANOPYwith (b) longwave infrared (8–9.2mm) image

of the observed fire line at 1310 EDT (outline of actual burn perimeter is indicated by the red line and the footprint of

the burn unit inARPS-CANOPY is indicated by transparent red shading). Themodel representation of the burn unit

consists of 125 cells on a 100m 3 100m grid, organized into 10 groups or burn zones. In (a), each cell in the model

burn unit is marked with a filled circle with each burn zone indicated by a different color. Consistent with the actual

fire evolution, the simulated fire began at 0955 EDT in zone 1, and shifted gradually northeast through the burn unit

until the end of the simulation at 2000 EDT. The symbols in (a) indicate the locations of the 10- (star), 20- (square),

and 30-m (diamond) towers. See the text for a full description of the simulated fire configuration. In (b), the infrared

image does not include the entire Butler Place plot as the north and southeast portions were outside of the field of

view of the airborne instruments. (Infrared image courtesy of Rochester Institute of Technology.)
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depict a regime of cold-air advection over the northeast

United States, with high pressure centered just south

of James Bay, Canada (not shown). A thermal ridge

is positioned along the mid-Atlantic coastal plain, the

result of downsloping northwest flow in the lee of

the Appalachian Mountains (see terrain in Fig. 1a).

Meanwhile at 300 hPa (Fig. 6a), west-to-northwest

flow is present, with a trough axis and associated jet

maximum located east of the analysis region, with the

55m s21 isotach extending as far west as northeast

Pennsylvania.

At 1400 EDT 20 March (Fig. 5c), a broad area of

high pressure is centered east of New Jersey, with

east-southeasterly winds indicated over central New

Jersey. In contrast to the 19 March surface analysis,

the warmest temperatures are located west of the

Appalachian Mountains, with temperatures over

central New Jersey 28–48C cooler than the day before

FIG. 5. Surface temperature (color shaded; 8C), wind vectors (m s21), and sea level pressure (contoured every 2 hPa) at 1400 EDT (a),(b)

19 and (c),(d) 20 Mar 2011 from (left) NARR and (right) the ARPS domain-1 simulation with the boundary zone omitted. Note that the

NARR fields have been interpolated to the ARPSmodel grid for comparison and that the surface is defined in ARPS as the lowest model

level (in this case, 25mAGL). The vector scale is located above figure panels to the left. Black circle in (a) indicates the location of OKX;

see upper-air sounding assessment in Fig. 7.
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(cf. Figs. 5a and 5c). Furthermore, surface winds over

central New Jersey are considerably weaker on 20March

(3 versus 6m s21). At 300hPa (Fig. 6c), the trough axis

has moved to the east and the upper-level jet is now

present mainly over northern New England, with north-

westerly winds over the experiment site.

Upon comparing the left and right panels of Figs. 5

and 6, a number of differences between the NARR and

ARPS fields become apparent. Beginning with 19March,

we see that surface temperatures across approximately

the southern third of the domain are 28–38C colder in

ARPS than NARR, the result of a too-early passage of

the aforementioned cold front in ARPS and, conse-

quently, a longer period of cold advection. The early

passage of the cold front is consistent with the farther east

placement of the 300-hPa jet maximum in ARPS com-

pared to NARR (cf. Figs. 5a,b and 6a,b). Despite the

surface temperature disparity, ARPS does capture the

thermal ridge on 19 March, and temperature differences

over central New Jersey are less than 1.58C. However,

surface wind speeds are consistently weaker over land

in ARPS, compared to NARR. Comparison to observed

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5, but for the 300-hPawind speed (color shaded;m s21), geopotential heights (contoured every 10 dam), and wind vectors

(m s21).
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10-m wind speeds (not shown) suggests that the ARPS

25-m wind speeds are indeed too weak, although as will

be discussed in the micrometeorology analysis in section

4b, any wind errors in the coarse-grid simulations do not

extend to the innermost-domain simulation. Finally,

surface temperatures on 20 March over southern New

Jersey and the Delmarva region are 28–38C warmer in

ARPS thanNARR; a review of surface observations (not

shown) suggests that ARPS more closely approximates

the observed temperature on this day.

To assess the vertical structure of the atmosphere in

ARPS, we present vertical soundings of temperature and

dewpoint on a skew T–logp diagram, along with hodo-

graphs and wind vectors, as observed at Brookhaven,

New York (OKX; see black circle in Fig. 5a), and as

simulated by ARPS, at 2000 EDT 19 March, 0800 EDT

20 March, and 2000 EDT 20 March (Fig. 7). As shown in

Fig. 7, the observed andmodel soundings generally agree,

with both depicting a subsidence inversion gradually de-

scending from near 800hPa at 2000 EDT 19 March to

near 900 hPa at 2000 EDT 20 March. Examining the two

evening soundings (2000EDT19 and 20March; Figs. 7a,d

and 7c,f), it is clear from both ARPS and the OKX

sounding that a considerably shallower boundary layer

was present on 20 March than on 19 March. The shape

and orientation of the hodographs, as well as the wind

vector profiles, indicate a shift in mid- and upper-level

flow from westerly to northwesterly during the 24-h pe-

riod (in agreement with Fig. 6); ARPS and the OKX

sounding show agreement with regard to the wind. The

only consistent model bias seen in the ARPS soundings is

a tendency for the simulation to be too moist below the

subsidence inversion, particularly at 2000 EDT 19 March

(cf. Figs. 7a and 7d).

b. Micrometeorology evaluation

1) 19 MARCH: PREBURN DAY

Webegin themicrometeorological analysis of theButler

Place burn experiment with an evaluation of the 19March

preburn simulation (initialized at 0800 EDT 19 March).

Figures 8 and 9 depict vertical profiles of mean TKE, wind

speed and direction, and temperature, at the 20- and 30-m

towers, respectively, fromanARPS-CANOPYsimulation

FIG. 7. Comparison of (a)–(c) rawinsonde (raob) sounding at OKX, and (d)–(f) ARPSmodel sounding at the same location. In all panels,

the red line is temperature and the green line is dewpoint; the blue curve in the top-left corner of each panel indicates the hodograph trace.

Location of OKX is indicated by a black circle in Figs. 5 and 6.
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utilizing the lidar-derivedAp profiles described in section

3b (black lines) and a simulation where Ap is set to zero

everywhere in the model domain (red lines). To com-

pute grid-resolved TKE, the three instantaneous wind

FIG. 8. Vertical profiles of (a) TKE, (b) wind speed and direc-

tion, and (c) temperature averaged in time from 1430 to 1730 EDT

19 Mar 2011, at the 20-m tower. ARPS-CANOPY-simulated fields

are averaged around three grid points in the vicinity of the 20-m

tower. Symbols represent tower observations: sonic anemometer

measurements (circles) and thermocouple measurements (triangles).

In (b), filled circles/solid lines indicate wind speed, and open circles/

dashed lines are wind direction. Simulations with zero (nonzero)

plant area density are indicated with red (black) lines.

FIG. 9. As in Fig. 8, but for the 30-m tower.
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components are individually averaged over a 1-h time

period; the perturbation wind components (u0, y0, w0)
are computed by subtracting the 1-h mean from the

instantaneous value, and instantaneous turbulent kinetic

energy is subsequently computed as ½(u02 1 y02 1w02).
Although 30-min averages are commonplace in the

computation of turbulence from point observations,

a 1-h-averaging period has been identified by Sun et al.

(2006c) as being critical to capturing all scales of turbu-

lence at forested sites. Following the computation of re-

solved TKE, all variables are averaged from 1430 to 1730

EDT, and in the case of the simulated variables are also

averaged over three grid points in the vicinity of each

tower. Note that the simulated TKE displayed in each of

the figures is the total TKE, the sum of the resolved

component and the subgrid-scale component computed

by ARPS (via a prognostic equation). The reader is re-

minded that the 20-m tower is contained almost entirely

within the canopy (Fig. 3d) and the lowest 2/3 of the 30-m

tower are located inside the canopy (Fig. 3e).

We start with an assessment of the ARPS-CANOPY

simulation conducted using the lidar-derived Ap pro-

files (black lines). Data at the 20-m tower show that the

shape of themeanTKEprofile is captured by theARPS-

CANOPY simulation, although the model underesti-

mates TKE by 0.5–1m2 s22 (Fig. 8a). For mean wind

speed and direction (Fig. 8b), the shapes of the ARPS-

CANOPY profiles are similar to the shapes of the ob-

served profiles, with some overestimation in wind speed at

the 20-m level, and a bias in wind direction of approxi-

mately 308 throughout the profile (the bias is larger at the
3-m level; however, the wind is less than 1ms21 there).

Finally, the simulated and observed mean temperature

profiles roughly correspond (Fig. 8c), although simulated

temperatures below (above) 10m AGL are too warm

(cool). Temperature inversions appear in the thermocou-

ple observations near 3mAGL and above 10mAGL; the

inability of ARPS-CANOPY to replicate the inversions

may result from inadequacies in the lidar-derived plant

area density data (Fig. 3), limitations of the canopy heat

source parameterization, andmixing of finescale gradients

by the subgrid turbulence parameterization.

The assessment of the mean profiles at the 30-m tower

(Fig. 9) is similar to the assessment of the 20-m tower

profiles, although the errors in mean wind speed and

TKE are somewhat larger and the errors in mean wind

direction are somewhat smaller at the 30-m tower (cf.

Figs. 8a,b and Figs. 9a,b). Slightly larger model errors

in mean temperature are apparent at the 30-m tower,

although the aforementioned tendency for tempera-

tures below (above) 10m AGL to be too warm (cool) is

also apparent there. Note that in contrast to the thermo-

couple measurements at the 20-m tower, the temperature

observations at the 30-m tower indicate an isothermal

near-surface atmosphere. The model errors in TKE,

wind, and temperature at the two towers are within the

margin of error noted in Kiefer et al. (2013) regarding

ARPS-CANOPY simulations of the atmosphere ob-

served in and above a walnut orchard during the CHATS

experiment. No consistent model biases have to date

been identified with ARPS-CANOPY, although a ten-

dency to produce temperature profiles that are too

weakly mixed was noted in Kiefer et al. (2013), as well as

in this study (e.g., Figs. 8c and 9c).

Comparison of the model simulation with observed

Ap (black lines) to the corresponding simulation withAp

set to zero (red lines) illustrates the importance of the

canopy parameterization to the simulation ofmeanwind

and TKE, particularly inside the canopy. Without a for-

est canopy in the model, the mean TKE at and below

18mAGL is overestimated by 1–3m2 s22 (Figs. 8a and 9a)

and the mean wind speed is 2–4m s22 too strong (Figs.

8b and 9b). Wind direction (Figs. 8b and 9b) and tem-

perature (Figs. 8c and 9c) exhibit limited sensitivity to the

canopy parameterization, likely related to the sparse na-

ture of the forest canopy near the two towers (Fig. 3).

Additional experiments with ARPS-CANOPY using

idealized Ap profiles have shown a stronger sensitivity of

mean wind direction and temperature to the canopy pa-

rameterization when dense canopies (PAI 5 51) are

compared with no or sparse vegetation (not shown).

2) 20MARCH: BURN DAY

We now proceed to an analysis of the mean and turbu-

lent properties of the atmosphere above the parameter-

ized fire on 20 March, as simulated by ARPS-CANOPY

(simulation initialized at 0800 EDT 20 March). The

methodology utilized to generate the vertical profiles

differs from the 19 March analysis as follows. First, all

fields on 20March are averaged from 1510 to 1610 EDT,

in contrast to the 3-h average used on 19 March (al-

though perturbations are derived from 1-h mean fields,

as outlined in the previous section). On 19 March, an

assumption of quasi-stationarity during the afternoon is

made, based on an evaluation of the tower observations.

On 20 March, the period from 1510 to 1610 EDT ap-

proximately corresponds to the period of time (1514–

1607 EDT) during which observed vertical turbulent

heat fluxes (w0T 0) on the 20-m tower were elevated

above the background values (Heilman et al. 2013).

Second, because the ARPS-CANOPY fire configuration

involves distinct burn zones with identical fire timings at

all grid points in the same zone (section 3c; Fig. 4), the

time-averaged model fields are also averaged across all

grid points in zone 4 (the zone corresponding to the 20-m

tower). Finally, to account for the variation between
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model grid points in the same burn zone, mean fields61

standard deviation (perturbations from the burn zone

mean) are also included. Note that wind direction is

omitted from the analysis on 20March; the differences in

fire characteristics between the real fire and the param-

eterized fire (e.g., intensity, fireline width) and the av-

eraging of model results along the model fire line make

a comparison of mean wind direction inappropriate.

In Fig. 10, we compare the ARPS-CANOPY simula-

tion on 20March with the corresponding observations at

the 20-m tower. Examining mean TKE first (Fig. 10a),

we see that as on the preburn day (Fig. 8a), the shape of

the TKE profile is similar to the shape of the observed

profile, but there are errors in magnitude. ARPS un-

derestimates the mean TKE at 20 m AGL, while over-

estimating the mean TKE at 3 and 10m AGL; the

observation points are, however, within 1 standard de-

viation of the ARPS mean at 10 and 20m AGL. Re-

garding mean wind speed (Fig. 10b), we see that the

ARPS mean profile nearly matches the observed wind

speed profile, with the pattern of over/underestimation

similar to the TKE profile. Of great importance is the

comparison of the mean profile in the simulations with

and without a fire: removal of the fire yields consider-

ably smaller mean TKE and wind speed and, sub-

sequently, greater model error. For reference, note that

the mean TKE observed at 20m AGL prior to the

approach of the fire line was 2.72m2 s22 (1410–1510

EDT mean; not shown), in close agreement with the

ARPS mean TKE in the no-fire simulation (1510–1610

EDT mean; Fig. 10a).

Interestingly, the shapes of the mean TKE and wind

speed profiles above the simulated fire appear to be

determined primarily by the canopy structure and, to

a lesser degree, by the fire. This is consistent with the

findings of the 19 March no-canopy sensitivity experi-

ments discussed earlier, wherein the shape of the profiles

was shown to be in poor agreement with observations

when the canopy was omitted. The 20March profile

shapes strongly resemble those simulated on 19 March

(cf. Figs. 10a,b with black lines in Figs. 8a,b and 9a,b).

Note the correspondence between the layer of strong

vertical gradients in mean wind and TKE (12–20 mAGL

in Figs. 10a,b) and the layer of strong plant area density

gradients in the upper canopy (Fig. 3d). The maximum

in mean TKE is displaced above the canopy top, as is

typical of plant canopies (Raupach and Thom 1981).

Furthermore, the secondary maximum in mean TKE

near 5mAGL corresponds to a relatively thin area of the

canopy near that same height. However, it is worth noting

that the secondary maximum in TKE becomes much less

pronounced when the fire is omitted, with the TKE shape

inside the canopy closely resembling the shape of the

FIG. 10. Vertical profiles of (a) TKE, (b) wind speed, and

(c) temperature, averaged from 1510 to 1610 EDT 20 Mar 2011.

ARPS-CANOPY-simulated fields are averaged around all grid

points in burn zone 4 (see Fig. 4a); solid lines indicate the mean,

and dotted lines indicate the mean 61 standard deviation (per-

turbations computed with respect to burn zone mean). Long

dashed line indicates mean from simulation without a fire. Symbols

represent tower observations: sonic anemometer measurements

(circles) and thermocouple measurements (triangles).
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mean TKE profiles on 19 March (cf. dashed line in

Fig. 10a to Figs. 8a and 9a).

Regarding the simulation of mean temperature above

the fire line (Fig. 10c), we find that similar to the 19March

assessment, the model generally reproduces the observed

lapse rate, while the magnitudes differ. Although errors

approach or even exceed 68C near the surface, sev-

eral factors must be considered when evaluating the

20March ARPS-CANOPY simulation. First, the 1-h

average of the tower data includes the period of time

before and after the passage of the relatively intense, but

narrow fire line, while the use of 100-m grid spacing ne-

cessitates the application of the relatively weak, but

longer-duration heating in the model. Second, since the

tower was surrounded by an area with limited fuels, the

temperature sensors closer to the surface did not sense

the full heat from the fire. Third, regarding the applica-

tion of ARPS-CANOPY to the problem of smoke

dispersion, the absolute magnitude of the temperature is

less important than the lapse rate. Implementation of the

simple fire parameterization in ARPS-CANOPY yields

a simulation of mean and turbulent flow that agrees with

the tower observations during the period of time the

tower experienced perturbed atmospheric conditions due

to the proximity of the fire.

We now examine horizontal cross sections of simu-

latedmean TKE and wind in and around themodel burn

unit (Fig. 11). Analysis is limited to three levels: 3, 10,

and 20m AGL (top panels in Fig. 11). Corresponding

plots from the no-fire simulation are also included in

Fig. 11 for comparison (bottom panels in Fig. 11). The

horizontal cross sections from the simulation with fire

(Figs. 11a–c) depict a broad area of enhanced mean

TKE in the fire simulation that is not present when the

fire is omitted (Figs. 11d–f). Interestingly, this ‘‘fire in-

duced’’ TKE is found not only along the axis of burn

FIG. 11. TKE (color shaded and contours) at (a),(d) 20, (b),(e) 10, and (c),(f) 3m AGL, averaged from 1510 to 1610 EDT 20 Mar 2011

from ARPS-CANOPY simulations (top) with fire and (bottom) without fire. Horizontal wind vectors are overlaid along with the pe-

rimeter of burn zone 4 (black quadrilateral) and the position of the 20-m tower (gray square). Contour interval in (a) and (d) is 1m2 s22,

and in all other panels the interval is 0.5m2 s22; note the difference in the color bar limits between the panels.
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zone 4 (denoted by the black quadrilateral) but well

away from the fire itself. In fact, the largest TKE value at

20m AGL is located several hundred meters west of the

fire, at the western edge of the analysis area. The impact

of the fire on the horizontal wind field is manifested as

a broad zone of convergent winds in an otherwise east-

erly to southeasterly flow. While alternating bands of

confluent and diffluent winds indicative of convective

structures in the planetary boundary layer can be seen in

the no-fire simulation (Figs. 11d–f), convergent wind

vectors in the vicinity of the fire indicate the influence of

the surface heat source.

Figure 11 shows that the fire simulation produced

TKE perturbations well away from the location of the

fire line. To determine the generation mechanism for

this perturbation, we evaluate gradient Richardson

number (Ri), a metric that compares the relative roles of

buoyant production (or destruction) and shear pro-

duction in the generation of TKE. The Ri is defined as

g
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where u is mean potential temperature, and u and y are

the mean u and y wind components. Positive values of

Ri imply that buoyancy suppresses turbulence gener-

ated by vertical wind shear, while negative values of Ri

imply buoyancy contributes to turbulence production.

Generally, Ri less than about20.03 indicates buoyant

production is the dominant source of TKE,while20.03,
Ri, 0 suggests that both buoyancy and shear production

contribute to turbulence generation (Seinfeld 1975).

Plots of Ri at 3, 10, and 20m AGL from the fire

simulation are presented, with the TKEdifference (fire2
no fire) overlaid, in Fig. 12. The Ri is less than 20.5 al-

most everywhere, with the exception of a small area in

the south-central part of the analysis region where Ri at

20mAGL is weakly positive. Outside of that small area,

the analysis indicates that buoyancy is the dominant

source of TKE. However, a wide range in negative Ri

values is apparent at all levels, with Ri varying from less

than210 (dark red shading) to approximately20.5 (dark

blue shading). At all three levels, a stripe of strongly

negative Ri is seen to extend from near (x, y) 5 (2.7,

7.0) km to near (x, y)5 (3.8, 6.4) km [i.e., along and to

the southwest (downstream) of the axis of burn zone 4].

However, the axis of largest TKE increase, relative to

the no-fire simulation, is consistently along and to the

northeast of the stripe of strongly negative Ri (i.e.,

closely aligned with burn zone 4). Farther away from

that axis, buoyancy is still dominant, but shear plays an

important secondary role. An exception to this is the

area of fire-enhanced TKE several hundred meters

west of the fire line [(x, y) 5 (2.7, 6.9)] at 20 m AGL

(Fig. 12a). This area of TKE likely results from ad-

vection of TKE generated above the fire line by the

ambient easterly flow and advection of the heated air

(and displacement of buoyancy production) west of the

fire line (note the area of Ri,210 collocated with the

TKE difference maximum).

FIG. 12. Gradient Ri (shaded; interval is 0.5) at (a) 20, (b) 10, and (c) 3m AGL averaged from 1510 to 1610 EDT 20 Mar 2011 from

ARPS-CANOPY simulations with the parameterized fire. Overlaid is the difference field of TKE (fire 2 no fire); contour interval is

2m2 s22 for (a) and 0.5m2 s22 for (b) and (c). As in Figs. 11a–c, the perimeter of burn zone 4 (black quadrilateral) and the position of the

20-m tower (gray square) are indicated. Labels A and B correspond to y-axis labels in Fig. 13, below.
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We have established that ARPS-CANOPY is capable

of reproducing the shape of the 1-h mean TKE profile,

with some errors inmagnitude, and that the introduction

of the model fire parameterization results in a broad

area of enhanced TKE (relative to a no-fire simulation)

that is generated by buoyancy and, to a lesser extent,

vertical wind shear. Before concluding the ARPS-

CANOPY analysis, we wish to address the evolution of

1-min mean TKE along burn zone 4 and compare the

magnitude of the simulated TKE to tower observations

(Fig. 13). Our goal here is to gauge the ability of the

model to reproduce the range of 1-min mean TKE

observed at the tower location between 1510 and

1610 EDT. It should be noted that the same 1-h averaging

procedure outlined in the previous section is utilized; the

1-min mean refers to the averaging of the TKE time

series. In Figs. 13a–c, it is apparent that simulated 1-min

mean TKE is not only highly variable along the fire-line

axis, but is also unsteady in time, despite the application

of a steady heat source. The larger TKE values are

confined to roughly the northwestern half of the burn

zone, although time periods exist when TKE is sup-

pressed along the entire length of the zone (e.g., around

1524 EDT). Finally, regarding the magnitude of simu-

lated TKE at 20, 10, and 3m AGL, note that the peak

1-min simulated TKE values (20m, 20.51m2 s22; 10m,

6.45m2 s22; 3m, 7.03m2 s22) compare favorably to

the peak observed values (20m, 20.49m2 s22; 10m,

8.21m2 s22; 3m, 6.80m2 s22) at the tower location

(Fig. 13d). Note that since the heat source observed at

the 20-m tower was transient, and the heat flux is ap-

plied steadily in each model grid cell for a 98-min pe-

riod, we are not comparing the timing of peak TKE

between the observations and the model, only their

overall magnitudes.

5. Summary and conclusions

We have described herein the application of ARPS-

CANOPY to the simulation of meteorological condi-

tions in and around a low-intensity fire in the New Jersey

Pine Barrens. In ARPS-CANOPY, the drag and ther-

modynamic processes inside the canopy are parameterized

as a function of plant area density; a three-dimensional

lidar-derived plant area density dataset was utilized in

this study to define the canopy in detail. Furthermore,

the finescale combustion process was reduced to a heat

source on the resolved model grid, and the progression

of the fire through the roughly 1-km2 burn unit was

represented as a gradual progression from southwest

to northeast. An assessment of the outermost grid

simulation was conducted first, followed by com-

parisons of mean and turbulent flow simulated with

FIG. 13. Hovm€oller diagram of simulated 1-min mean TKE at

(a) 20, (b) 10, and (c) 3mAGL from 1510 to 1610 EDT 20Mar 2011.

(d) Observed 1-min mean TKE over the same period and at the

same levels. In (a)–(c), the vertical axis is the distance along burn

zone 4 from the southeast (label A) to northwest (label B), where

y 5 0 is the southeasternmost grid point and the horizontal axis is

time; gray square along the vertical axis denotes the location of the

20-m tower. See Fig. 12 for locations of labels A and B along the

burn zone. Contour interval in (a) is 1.5m2 s22 and in other panels is

0.5m2 s22; note the difference in the color bar limits between panels.
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ARPS-CANOPY with flux-tower observations on the

day prior to the burn (19 March), as well as on the burn

day itself (20 March).

Despite some discrepancies between the model and

observations, theARPSmodelwas shown to be capable of

simulating the atmosphere at the synoptic andmesoscales,

as well as the salient aspects of the planetary boundary

layer. Regarding the micrometeorological analysis on 19

March, ARPS-CANOPY profiles of mean TKE, wind

speed–direction, and temperature were found to reason-

ably reproduce the characteristics of the tower observa-

tions. The shapes of the mean simulated TKE and wind

speed–direction profiles were supported by the tower

measurements, as were the lapse rates in and above the

canopy. Most importantly, implementation of the simple

fire parameterization in ARPS-CANOPY was shown to

yield profiles of mean and turbulent variables that were

also apparent in the tower observations on 20 March,

during the period of time the tower experienced perturbed

atmospheric conditions associated with the fire. Such find-

ings are encouraging for smoke prediction efforts, since the

transport of smoke from low-intensity fires can be sensitive

to the near-surface meteorological conditions and, in par-

ticular, turbulent flows. Turbulent circulations in and above

forest vegetation layers can have a strong impact on the

dispersion of smoke in the lower boundary layer. Following

the model evaluation, an analysis of simulated mean TKE

cross sections within the burn unit and surrounding area

was conducted. Considerable variability in mean TKE

both spatially and temporally was noted, and it was

concluded that buoyancy was the dominant turbulence

generation mechanism throughout the model domain,

with shear playing a secondary role away from the im-

mediate fire line. Note that since the burn was conducted

during weak ambient wind conditions (5–8ms21 or less),

findings regarding turbulence production may not extend

to cases with stronger background flow.

Although agreement with observations was noted on

both days, model error was present to some degree for

each variable examined. On 19March, the mean TKE at

both towers was underestimated, the mean wind speeds

were tooweak (too strong) below (above) canopy top, and

a wind direction bias of 258–308 was apparent throughout
the profiles. The tendency ofARPS-CANOPY to produce

temperatures that are too warm near the surface and too

cool above the canopy was also noted. Similar magnitudes

and signs of model error were also found on 20 March,

although temperatures were uniformly overestimated

above the fire line. It is important to note, however, that

observed mean TKE, wind speed, and temperature were

generally within one standard deviation (deviation from

burn zone mean) of the ARPS-CANOPY mean. This

implies that although mean TKE, for example, may have

been underestimated above the canopy in the immediate

vicinity of the 20-m tower, larger values were simulated

elsewhere along the fire line.

Regardless of limitations, ARPS-CANOPY has been

shown in this study to reproduce many of the salient

characteristics of flow within a canopy, both with and

without a low-intensity fire; and that could be important

for smoke dispersion predictions. At this time, ARPS-

CANOPY is being applied to a second prescribed fire

case in the Pine Barrens (5–6 March 2012). Evaluation

efforts with the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory

Integrated Lagrangian Transport (PILT) model [a re-

cently revised version of the FLEXPART model (Stohl

et al. 2005; Fast and Easter 2006)] are also ongoing, as

the meteorological fields from the 2011 and 2012 cases

are provided as input into the smoke dispersion model.

Future work with PILT will include simulating smoke

transport and dispersion with standard ARPS and

ARPS-CANOPY models to examine the relative roles

of model resolution and canopy parameterization in

the simulation of smoke behavior observed during

prescribed burn events. Other future efforts include

developing an operational version of ARPS–ARPS-

CANOPY that will allow users to input information

about a planned burn and receive smoke and meteoro-

logical predictions in real time. The availability of

a smoke prediction product designed specifically for

application to low-intensity burns is expected to be of

value to landmanagement personnel. Developing useful

smoke prediction tools and making them accessible to

land managers for decision-making purposes is the

principal motivation behind such work.
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